
Assignment for Class II 

Subject: English                        Session: 2020-21 

Literature Book: New Voices 

Lesson 1: Brother 

1. Write first ten lines of the poem “Brother”. 

 

2. Learn the following word meanings. 

(a) Bother:   Worry, Trouble. 

(b) Misbehave:  To behave badly. 

(c) Strange:     Weird. 

(d) Another:   A different one. 

(e) Brought:   To Take. 

 

3.  Write five lines how your family shows love and care towards each other. 

(a) 

(b)       

(c)  

(d) 

(e) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Course Book: New Voices 

                                                        Lesson 2: The Little Red Hen 

  

 Learn the following word meanings. 

(a) Cottage:    A small house. 

(b) Grains:   Cereal used as food (wheat). 

(c) Flour:   Powder of grains. 

(d) Looked:   To see. 

(e) Beautiful:  Pretty. 

 

 Question and Answer. 

            Q-1   What did the hen do when she found the grains of wheat ? 

Ans.   The little red hen found the grains of wheat and asked who will help 

 her to plant these grains.     

Q-2    Why did the hen ate the bread with her chicks ? 

Ans.    Little red hen ate the bread with her chicks because the lamb, the 

 goose and the cat were lazy, and they did not want to work. 

Q-3     Did the lamb, the goose and the cat do a wise thing by not helping 

 the hen? 

Ans.    No the lamb, the goose and the cat did not do a wise thing by not 

 helping the hen. 

Q-4   What do you think would have happened if they had helped her ? 

Ans.   If the lamb, the goose and the cat would have helped the hen, they 

 would have got the bread to eat. 

Q-5  Should we help others ? Why ?. 

Ans.   Yes, we should help others because helping others is a good habit. 



Make Sentences. 

(a) Help      –  

(b) Friend     – 

(c) Morning     – 

(d) Beautiful     – 

 

Fill in the blanks. 

1. One who farms is a farmer. 

2. A person who reads is a reader. 

3. A person who teaches is a teacher. 

4. A person who sings is a singer. 

5. A person who dance is a dancer. 

6. A person who cleans is a sweeper. 

 

 Draw and colour your favourite animal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Grammar 

Lesson 1:  The Sentence 

▪ A group of words that makes complete sense is called a sentence. 

▪ We always begin a sentence with a capital letter. 

▪  A sentence is complete in itself. 

 

For example:-   (a) Amit is a good boy. 

                           (b) I live in Mumbai. 

                           (c) I love my country. 

 

Fill in the blanks with suitable words to complete the sentences.  

(Page-2, Grammar book) 

 

1. The girl is …………. . 

2. Ankit is a …………… boy. 

3. The …………… gives us milk. 

4. She is …………… her hands with soap. 

5. The birds are ……………. above the tree. 

6. Mother is in the ……………… 

7. …………….. live in a coop. 

 


